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ABSTRACT
Maintenance and verification of persistent identities is an
important problem in the area of networking. Particularly,
their critical roles in Wireless Ad-hoc networks (WANETs)
have become even more prominent as they begin to be de-
ployed in several application domains. In these contexts,
Sybil attacks, making use of replicated deceptive identities,
represent a major challenge for the designers of these net-
works. Inspired by biological models of ant colonies and
their dynamics studied via information asymmetric signaling
games, we propose an architecture that can withstand Sybil
attacks, similar to ants, using complex chemical signaling
systems and associated physical actions, naturally ‘authen-
ticate’ colony members. Here, we present a biomimetic au-
thentication protocol with mechanisms similar to the physi-
cal processes of chemical diffusion, and formalize approaches
to tame the deceptive use of identities; we dub the resulting
game an“identity management signaling game”. To consider
network system of nodes, pursuing non-cooperative and de-
ceptive strategies, we develop an evolutionary game system
allowing cooperative nodes to mutate deceptive strategies.
We empirically study the dynamics using simulation exper-
iments to select the parameters which affect the overall be-
haviors. Through experimentation we consider how an in-
centive package in the form of a shared database can impact
system behavior.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
Networks [Security and privacy]: Mobile and wireless se-
curity

Keywords
signaling games; WANET; identity management; Sybil at-
tack; bio-inspired approach

.

1. INTRODUCTION
Identity management is a challenging, yet critical, prob-

lem in networks, particularly in WANET-applications, which
are being increasingly used in many risk-sensitive areas. Con-
sider, for instance, the application of a WANET for emer-
gency response during a natural disaster or for medical mon-
itoring – applications involving life-and-death. Thus, it is
important that these systems are able to offer an assurance
that nodes in the network behave in a trustworthy manner.
Furthermore, since deception, underlying security attacks,
are cheap and easy in cyber systems, it is possible to over-
whelm WANETs with Sybil attacks – attacks that either
pilfers or fabricates identities using low overhead computa-
tion. Sybil nodes, by undermining a root of trust tied to
an identity, enabling untrustworthy actions thereby degrad-
ing system quality assurance. The challenge is to create an
identity management system, capable of distinguishing the
trustworthy from the trusted.

We present a solution to the problem that is motivated
by biological systems where the identity of an organism as
a member of a super-organism (colony) is an important fac-
tor in emergence and persistence of cooperation. An often-
cited example is the one involving ant colonies, where the
identity of an organism by colony (including even specific
roles within the colony) are critical to the “strategic” inter-
actions among the players, as in a classical noncooperative
game where one usually assumes rationality and its common
knowledge. To set the stage, we first describe the “game”
played by the ants, using the Cuticular Hydrocarbon (CHC)
profile and the physical processes (i.e., diffusion) involved.
Inspired by these seemingly simple systems, we construct an
authentication protocol for nodes of a WANET and develop
an “identity management signaling game,” which describes
the dynamics similar to those possible with deceptive uses
of identity. Our signaling game includes a challenge opera-
tion that potentially increases the cost of deceptive signaling.
Moreover, because of our constrained communication model,
it acts to improve the decision making of other colony mem-
bers, who may also encounter the same deceptive signaling
strategy.

To specialize the game to a network of communicating
nodes, we construct an evolutionary game system, on a torus
which is capable of exploring strategies with mutations. In
addition the game system will allows us to apply a wide vari-
ety of optimization concepts to agents based on their proper-
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ties (i.e., deceptive vs. honest) to understand how property
based benefits may affect dynamics. We computationally
simulate the game to generate empirical data and use it to
explore what (hyper)parameters impact the bulk behavioral
properties in the network. The game system employs a bio-
mimetic constrained authentication protocol, which starts as
initialized for all nodes to be cooperative, and as time pro-
gresses, allows nodes to mutate their strategies to explore
the use of deceptive strategies. In the simulation model we
carefully consider how agents may use information to update
and optimize their strategies, while focusing on one critical
factor, namely, how these updates may differ for the honest
vs. deceptive agents.

We introduce the concept of a cooperative group benefit
package in the form of a shared database (comprising coop-
erative strategies and their performance measures) allowing
agents to apply“boosting”for strategic updates and compare
this to a system of individualistic optimizing agents where
the same benefit package applies to all strategies whether
they are cooperative or not. Unsurprisingly our experiments
indicate that systems of individualistic optimizing agents
feature a swift ‘race to the bottom’ with wide scale adapta-
tion of identity deception and low overall value for the net-
work. Somewhat surprising to us was how the cooperative
group benefit package appears to be instrumental in enhanc-
ing overall levels of cooperative behavior. Furthermore, the
benefit, in the form of a database of strategic performance
for cooperative strategies, can be known to the deceptive
agents to provide an incentive to act honestly, just as our
experiments indicated how in these scenarios deceptive mu-
tants face trouble finding a suitable niche and must come
clean to survive.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Identity Management in WANETs
Wireless Ad-hoc Networks consists of spatially distributed

autonomous devices (network nodes) that can exchange data
wirelessly. The nodes do not rely on an existing infrastruc-
ture, but can form an on-demand network without any man-
ual configuration. WANETs are used in a variety of appli-
cation areas and are likely to play an important role in the
upcoming Internet of Things (IoT) application areas such
as smart cities, environmental monitoring, health care mon-
itoring, industrial monitoring etc.[17, 5, 18, 14]

The multi-hop nature of WANETs constrains these net-
works by the requirement of the nodes’ cooperative behavior
that must ensure that only legitimate nodes can participate
in the network, thus avoiding attacks such as information
leakage and the spreading of disinformation in the network.
Particularly, the use of Sybil nodes in the network, i.e. the
creation of fake identities to influence the networks’ behavior
or decision processes, can be a serious source of unrepairable
damage to the network[6, 9].

To distinguish cooperative from non-cooperative partici-
pants of a WANET, an authentication protocol must be used
that is capable of ensuring the uniqueness of identities and a
one-to-one mapping of an identity to the corresponding net-
work node. The identity management for WANETs involves
each individual node as a decision maker, since each node
must take specific actions towards other nodes in the net-
work depending on their behavior and strategies. To setup
the proposed authentication protocol, unique context-based

credentials for each node are required, which can be behav-
ioral and/or physical. While the identity for behavioral-
based credentials is based on a node’s (claimant’s) pattern
of behavior, physical-based credentials make use of a unique
physical characteristic of the claimant’s identity.

In this work an identity management framework is pre-
sented based on physical-constraints and behavioral-based
characteristics of each node that is participating in the net-
work.

2.2 Biological Background
Motivated by the autonomously self-organizing nature of

WANETs, biologically-inspired algorithms, such as ant colony
optimization (ACO), appear well-suited. They have already
been applied successfully in different network contexts such
as data routing and distribution[?, 11]. Furthermore, based
on the interesting phenomena of ants’ behaviors, ant colony
inspired security mechanisms can be derived[12]. In na-
ture, each ant has a Cuticular Hydrocarbon (CHC) profile
in which diverse information about the ant itself and its
environment can be encoded[13, 4]. For example, as de-
scribed in the original ACO algorithm, ants make use of
pheromone to reinforce good paths between the nest and a
food source and communicate via chemical substances to in-
form nest mates about these good paths. In addition to the
use of pheromones for marking routes, auxiliary information
is stored in an ant’s CHC profile such as diet, genetics, and
common nesting materials. As a result, ants from the same
colony that share a certain diet have a similar CHC profile
which enables them to identify the non-nest members. This
latter idea will be seized in this work and transferred from
the domain of biology to its application in device-to-device
networks to identify foreign, illegitimate nodes in the net-
work – in particular, Sybil nodes. While in previous works
ants are normally defined as packages that are exchanged
between network nodes, in this work a new point of view
is considered in which an ant is defined as network node.
For that reason, throughout this work the ant organism of
a biological system and the communication network entity
are used interchangeably. The exchanged messages between
the nodes play the role of (chemical) communication signals
between ants.

In the remainder of the paper we consider a more general
notion of the CHC profile as keying materials when they are
used as a mechanism for sharing identity information and
will be subject to a diffusion process or more generally they
will be subject to constraints inherent to diffusion including
finite quantities, exchanges, decay rates, and creation rates.

2.3 Signaling Games
Games describe scenarios where a collection of agents in-

teract strategically to select options to produce a utility op-
timizing outcome. An interesting subclass of games arises
when agents have partial information concerning the options
and utilities of other entities. Here we consider an impor-
tant partial information game focused on identity decep-
tions, which we do by building upon prior empirical stud-
ies that elucidated dynamics of cyber security via signaling
games ([2], [3]).

A signaling game describes a game between two players
(agents) with incomplete information: a sender S and a re-
ceiver R. The sender is aware of their own type T (assigned
by nature: cooperative or deceptive) and sends messages to



a receiver R. The receiver R, unaware of the sender’s type,
uses the received message to select an action leading to dif-
ferent payoffs depending on the outcomes of type, signal,
and action. Classical signaling ([16] and [10]) introduced in
language evolution and economics has been widely used in
biology and computer science (see [15], [7], [8], [1], and [2]).

The signaling game scenario accounts for the possibility
that a sender exploits their information-asymmetric advan-
tage by sending signals that are “deceptive” and that elicit
actions (of the receiver) that may not be beneficial. Sig-
naling games provide a formal framework for considering
the effects of deception in games; in particular, a zero-sum
equity transferred from receiver to sender can emphasize a
conflict between the agent utilities, which can motivate a
deceptive signal as a strategy. Generally, deceptive games
played among the agents in social-technological systems may
describe agents exchanging various signals and forming de-
cisions (of actions to take) with equities at risk.

3. PHYSICAL CONSTRAINTS
In communication networks, an identity management sys-

tem is one of the important pillars of security provision.
At its foundation, authentication and identity verification
are absolutely fundamental. Authentication is the process
which an entity (claimant) proves the possession of a cer-
tain identity property to another party (verifier). Based on
the verification of the received proof, the verifier can take
an authentication decision. Certificates issued by a central
authority (CA) are commonly used in current implementa-
tions of identity management. From a biological point of
view each ant posses a physical – i.e. not copyable –, but
ephemeral (PE) profile as a subset of the CHC profile, which
is used for the identification of an ant as part of a colony. To
transfer the idea from the biology to the computer science
domain, we make use of the idea of cryptocurrencies that can
satisfy both criteria: on the one hand, crypto coins cannot
be copied and on the other hand, a time stamp can be used
to limit its temporal validity as crypto coins. In the context
of this work we refer to modified crypto coins as keying ma-
terial. Similar to biological ant colonies in which the queen
of a colony plays an important role, we promote one of the
network nodes to the position of queen having the special
capability of generating new keying material and distribut-
ing it among the nodes in the network. In real ant colonies
each organism is capable of affecting the environment by
depositing scents, substances, and pheromones that expe-
rience diffusion and evaporation over time. Other colony
members, who inhabit the same locations or encounter their
peers directly, are affected as their own CHC profile may
mix with ongoing diffusion processes. This diffusion-based
process naturally contributes to a rich chemical signaling
that can be used to verify an organism’s status as nest mate
vs. non-nest mate by verifying physically resident markers
on organisms during encounters. Each time two ants of the
same colony encounter each other keying material may be
exchanged to support their membership to the same colony.
If too little or no keying material is received, countermea-
sures can be initiated.

These basic mechanisms including physical constraints,
diffusion and similarity enable us to design a biologically in-
spired, scalable authentication approach for WANETs, which
are prone to Sybil attacks. We suggest a device capable of
imposing constraints similar to that of the rich chemical sig-

naling language in ant colonies, and use it to design mech-
anisms for signaling games. Because physical materials are
used to establish signals of similarity, a strategically decep-
tive agent faces certain dilemmas and challenges. For exam-
ple, when an agent wishes to fabricate an identity they will
be burdened to either collect more materials or weaken their
own signal of ‘colony member’ in order to support the fabri-
cated identity’s claim to ‘colony member’. Using this mech-
anism we hope to explore this inherent risk/reward trade off
for deceptive actions and identify parameters where it be-
comes particularly non-strategic to sustain deception cam-
paigns.

3.1 Agent Based Diffusion Model
Particle diffusion, the underlying physical process for chem-

ical concentrations, is central to a chemical signaling process
leveraged in biological system for determining nest-mates
(i.e., authentication). We develop an agent based diffusion
model and build upon this to form authentication signaling
games which feature various payoff outcomes and diffusion
controls for agents. The interaction of agents, including the
decisions and movement of agents, reinforce various gradi-
ents and concentrations of the chemical signaling providing a
means for the formation of complex identity signaling strate-
gies. We outline the physical of diffusion allowing agents
to move and affect the transport of materials. The phys-
ical process informs our suggested bio-inspired authentica-
tion systems which incorporates a protocol constraining the
communication to also include a diffusion process for keying
material. In our experimental studies we further simplify
and constrain a system but still observe a complex signal-
ing system where agents may explore strategies for identity
usage.

Our model will start with the standard second order par-
tial differential equation for diffusion on a domain x ∈ Ω:

∂

∂t
φ(t, x) = D(t, x)∆φ(t, x),

whose classical and weak solutions with various boundary
conditions (e.g., Dirichlet, Neumann, mixed) are well known.
Moreover numerical solutions such as the methods finite dif-
ferences, which discretize time and space, can be used to
create explicit numerical schemes:

Φi,j+1 =

(
1− δt

(δx)2
|Ni|

)
Φi,j +

∑
k∈Ni

δt

(δx)2
Φk,j


where Φi,j is the approximate solution at discrete spatial
position i and discrete time t0 + (δt)j. The set Ni are the
neighboring discrete spatial positions of position i. Further
the Lax equivalence theorem applied to well poised problems
provides an upper bound for δt

(δx)2
for convergence or assur-

ance that the solution of the discrete equation approaches
the analytic solution in the limit as (δt, δx)→ (0, 0).

Letting δt
(δx)2

= ε be sufficiently small our discrete equa-

tion becomes:

Φ·,j+1 = LΦ·,j

with L a bi-stochastic matrix whose entries describe sym-
metric material flux:

Lij =


1− ε|Ni| if i = j,

ε if j ∈ Ni
0 o.w.



To generalize this to a setting of spatially arranged com-
municating nodes exchanging keying material we let eij be
the amount of keying material which is transferred from
node i to node j (assumed to be small ε). Therefore the
diffusion in our system is defined by matrix L with:

Lij =

{
1−

∑
j∈Ni eij if i = j,

eij o.w.

4. IDENTITY SIGNALING GAMES
The simplest signaling game involving identity will focus

on the possibility that during an encounter S, a sender node,
may utilize a strategic deception by claiming either a fab-
ricated identity or a malicious attempt to impersonate an-
other node’s identity. We will consider two natural types
of nodes TC and TD to indicate respectively a cooperative
node which employs no deceptions (preserving the desired
system wide properties of identity management), and a de-
ceptive node which directly employs a deception. In either
case the node will, during an interaction, communicate a
signal to a receiver node R including a status of c to indi-
cate it is cooperative with respect to system security and a
status of d to indicate anomalous behavior or compromised
status. A receiver node R, given the signal of a sender node
S but unaware of the sender node’s true natural type, must
select an action to take based on the information provided
including S’s disclosed status. One option for the receiver is
to simply trust the sender node, denoted as t, alternatively
the receiver node may pose a challenge action, denoted as
a, which creates an attempt to reveal sender’s nature and
leads to costly outcomes for deception. While any individual
challenge may not reveal completely the nature of a sender,
repeated challenges will eventually expose Sybil identities
due to the physical constraint of keying material imposed
on the exchange.

We sketch the outcomes of an encounter scenario with an
extensive-form game tree illustrated in figure 1. Starting
in the center, the sender S has type TC (cooperative) or TD
(deceptive). Next, the sender selects a signal c (cooperative)
or d (otherwise); the receiver selects an action t (trust) or a
(challenge).

We explore the essential outcomes and structure a chal-
lenge game with payoffs affecting both the utility and diffu-
sion, these outcomes are summarized in table 1.

Figure 1: Interaction outcomes in node based iden-
tity signaling game.

4.1 Game Outcomes

In figure 1, the outcomes may be interpreted in the fol-
lowing ways: Outcome o1 describes a sender S that is coop-
erative by nature and offers a nominal proof of identity to
the receiver R. The receiver R, having received the nomi-
nal proof of identity trusts S and acts upon the information
provided by S, for example relaying the communicated mes-
sage. The receiver having selected a trusting option may
also take an additional step to promote the colonies’ deci-
sion toward acceptance of S, for example by reciprocating a
nominal amount of keying materials. This exchange being
symmetrical helps to strengthen a ’colony identity.’

Outcome o2 describes a scenario similar to o1 except the
receiver R, having received the nominal proof of identity,
challenges S to provide a more rigorous proof of identity.
In this case, lacking a more rigorous proof of identity, the
receiver may disregard the communicated message and im-
plement controls (i.e., preventing diffusion) to affect the
colonies’ decision making in future games played against the
sender S. In this case, given the cooperative nature of the
sender, the challenge is unnecessarily punitive and adds costs
to maintaining a trusted network.

Outcome o3 describes a sender S that is cooperative by
nature but is not willing or able to offer a nominal proof
of identity to the receiver R. The receiver R nonetheless
trusts S and may also take an additional step to promote
the colonies’ decision making toward acceptance of S, for
example by offering colony keying materials. In this case
the exchange is altruistic but helps to recover a trustworthy
node in distress.

Outcome o4 describes a sender S that is cooperative by
nature but is not willing or able to offer a nominal proof
of identity to the receiver R. The receiver R challenges S
to provide a more rigorous proof of identity. In this case,
given the cooperative nature of the distressed sender, the
challenge adds costs to maintaining a trusted network.

On the other hand, the outcome o7 describes a sender S
that is deceptive and not willing or able to offer a nominal
proof of identity to the receiver R. The receiver R nonethe-
less trusts S and acts upon the information provided and
also promote the colonies’ decision making toward accep-
tance of S. In this case the exchange being one-sided, and
altruistic, only serves the interest of a deceptive Sybil node.

Outcome o8 describes a sender S that is deceptive and
not willing or able to offer a nominal proof of identity. The
receiver R challenges S to provide a more rigorous proof
of identity and prevents diffusion. In this case, given the
deceptive nature of the sender, the challenge and actions of
the receiver help to protect the trustworthiness of the colony.

Signaling games usually involve information constraints
on the receiver, notice that without awareness of the sender’s
nature the receiver cannot distinguish outcome o1 from o6,
nor can they distinguish o3 from o8. By selecting the check-
ing action, the receiver with additional resource cost may
distinguish outcomes o2 from o6, as well as distinguish out-
comes o4 from o8. From the point of view of maintain-
ing a trustworthy network, we summarize outcomes {o1, o3}
as naturally supporting the network, while {o5, o7} are the
most destructive to the network, outcomes {o2, o4} add cost
of challenging trustworthy nodes, and {o6, o7} enhance the
trust within a network by revealing risks.

To model these benefits and costs we propose the payoff
structure with four parameters associated with game out-
comes (table 1). We let A be the zero-sum equity trans-



Payoff (S,R), Transport of substance (S → R,S ← R)

Sender S Receiver R outcomes
type signal action label payoff (→,←)

TC
c

trust o1 (B,B) (ε, ε)
challenge o2 (0,−C) (ε, 0)

d
trust o3 (B,B) (0, ε)

challenge o4 (0,−C) (0, 0)

TD
c

trust o5 (A,−A) (ε, ε)
challenge o6 (−D,−C) (ε, 0)

d
trust o7 (A,−A) (0, ε)

challenge o8 (−D,−C) (0, 0)

Table 1: Payoff and transport for identity manage-
ment signal game.

ferred in a Sybil attack, that is a benefit received by the
sender at the loss of the trusting receiver. We let B be the
benefit enjoyed by both sender and receiver nodes acting
cooperatively in message passing. We let C be the cost of
challenging a node for additional proof concerning its iden-
tity. Finally D is the imputed cost to the sender for being
deceptive (identified by a receiver’s challenge).

Similar to an ant’s claim of colony membership we con-
sider a node’s statement of identity as a membership or
trustworthiness claim to a particular trusted network. Each
colony has its keying material and every node manages a
finite but variable amount of material keyed to each colony.

In addition to communicating messages we propose that a
network of nodes can also efficiently transfer keying material
and that this transfer, subject to and limited by the deci-
sion making of nodes, gives rise to diffusion within trusted
components of the network and this diffusion itself can also
become a useful feature of a network’s utility. In particu-
lar by reinforcing trust upon existing communication paths
the process of diffusion may ease the global costs associ-
ated with persistently having to re-identify the adversarial
and deceptive use of identities by particular nodes, once a
node is marked (by a drifting profile or possibly even a more
direct negative attribution) its nominal claims to identity,
even when offered, may be rejected as a mismatch by the
colony members.

4.2 Diffusion Similarity and Authentication
We will assume that in a domain D ⊂ Rn a set of nodes

A = {a1, a2, · · · , an} operate. Each node has position xi ∈
D and are able to communicate with any nearby neighbor.
In addition we will assume the existence of k distinct net-
works (colonies) with no natural requirement for separate
networks to be cooperative, however each network will have
a natural desire to maintain its own liveness, integrity and
trustworthiness (i.e., prevent the possibility of degrading
Sybil attacks on its nodes).

At each point in time, every node will maintain an amount
of keying material from each network, represented by columns
in the matrix:

W ∈ R≥k×n.

We denote the profile of agent ai with the ith column of
W (t) as Wi. We will consider ai to be from colony j if Wji

is the largest value in column Wi.
Letting s, r ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} to denote the sender and re-

ceiver we describe the authentication procedure as a se-

quence of actions leading to a game outcome {o1, · · · o8},
various payoffs and keying material transport.

The sender as wishes to pass a message m to ar, the pro-
tocol is considered in four stages:

Stage 1: Nature determines Sender’s type this informa-
tion is known privately to the sender.

Stage 2: The sender selects a signal {c, d}, as a nom-
inal proof to their identity (i.e., which colony they belong
to). This identity signal is an offer χ (encoded as a vec-
tor Rk), either equal to a fixed portion of their profile as
〈min(Wjs, ε)〉kj=1 or 0̄ otherwise. The message and portion
profile are sent as (m,χ) to the receiver ar. The sender
updates their profile quantities as:

Ws ←Ws − χ.

Stage 3: The receiver obtains (m,χ) from the sender,
and has a chance to downgrade χ to χ′. The possible down-
grades will modify slightly the transport terms in table 1,
and are intended to discount a signal that is not trusted or
is out of band (i.e., from another colony). For example, if
the receiver is a member of colony j and the sender is not, it
will be unlikely that the jth coordinate of χ will be a strong
signal. In this case the receiver may naturally consider the
message as routed to the wrong colony, and discard it caus-
ing destruction of the keying material and loss of message
m. Another possible downgrade arises when the sender’s
portion χ includes a sufficient amount of a warning signal -
an experiment involving attributing an alert keying material
to a node.

Stage 4: The receiver ar strategically selects an action
from {challenge, trust}, based on the possibly downgraded
signal sent χ′ and prior interactions with as. If ar selects
trust as an option then they will accept the message and
provide a fixed portion of their own profile as a counter offer
(ζ = 〈min(Wjr, ε)〉kj=1) to the sender. Profiles are update
as:

Wr ←Wr − ζ + χ′,

and

Ws ←Ws + ζ.

If, on the other hand, ar selects to challenge they will not
accept the message, not offer any of their own profile as a
counter offer and destroy χ.

4.3 Repeated Games and Strategy
A repeated game form is needed to model node utilities

(and strategies) that would select options based on revealed
information and the previous history of revealed outcomes
(with a given identity). To accommodate these considera-
tions we encode the agent strategies for repeated games by
using deterministic finite automata (DFA). For each iden-
tity encountered the strategy can maintain a token in the
automata and use revealed information to advance the to-
ken to a next state which prescribes the next strategic play
for that opponent. The DFA strategy space offers a vast
space of strategies that agents may explore. Evolutionary
games that provide a combination of strategic search and
exploitation. We are particularly interested in the question
of whether an agent is able to find a persistent means to
exploit the population with deceptive strategies.

We illustrate a few strategies in figure 2.
A repeated game with r rounds is computed determinis-

tically from a pair of strategies by determining a path of



(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Agent strategies as deterministic finite au-
tomata (DFA). States describe a sender’s nature,
signal selection and a receivers’ action.

state shape and color sender receiver
nature send rnd action

1 circle blue TC c 1 trust
2 circle green TC c 1 challenge
3 circle purple TC d 1 trust
4 circle red TC d 1 challenge

5 square blue TD c 1
2

trust

6 square green TD c 1
2

challenge

7 square purple TC d 1
2

trust

8 square red TC d 1
2

challenge

Table 2: Strategy state coding.

length r within each DFA. To emulate the additional time
and risk burden of controlling split personas in deceptive
strategies we discount the play counter when a sender im-
plements a deceptive state as only counting for half a round
but carrying full payouts. A game sequence with r rounds
may involve as many as 2r outcomes depending on the num-
ber of deceptive plays the sender expresses.

We enumerate the strategic states in table 2.
The outcomes of a single game depends on the states (i.e.,

selected options listed in 2) of a sender as and receiver ar.
The outcome matrix is:

O(as, ar) =



o1 o2 o1 o2 o1 o2 o1 o2
o1 o2 o1 o2 o1 o2 o1 o2
o3 o4 o3 o4 o3 o4 o3 o4
o3 o4 o3 o4 o3 o4 o3 o4
o5 o6 o5 o6 o5 o6 o5 o6
o5 o6 o5 o6 o5 o6 o5 o6
o7 o8 o7 o8 o7 o8 o7 o8
o7 o8 o7 o8 o7 o8 o7 o8


The signaling game, having information asymmetries, will

leave the receiver less than fully informed to the outcome,
as mentioned before the receiver has no access the sender’s
nature. The common knowledge revealed from a game play
is encoded as integers {1, 2, 3, 4} and will depend also on the

states (i.e., selected option listed in 2) of a sender ss and
receiver sr. The common knowledge revealed is provided in
matrix form as:

I(as, ar) =



1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4
3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4
3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4


Letting c = 0, we can compute the outcome sequence

of a multi stage game between a given sender and receiver
playing with C rounds. To compute the outcome sequence
of length in [C, 2C] for an encounter, we use the following
update function:

Update function:
input: sender and receiver strategy, lower sequence length
C.
initalize: Use black arrows to determine start states: ss and
sr, place token tr on ss and ts on sr.
loop: until c > C:

outcome: Print O(ss, sr)

increment: c←
{
c+ 1 if ss ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
c+ 1

2
o.w. (overburden)

revelation: q ← I(ss, sr)

transition: p =

{
blue if q = 1; green if q = 2

purple if q = 3; red if q = 4

shift states: Useing arrow p:

from token tr to update state ss

from token ts to update state sr

advance: Move tr to state ss, and ts to state sr.

For each opponent a state token can be maintained, within
the strategy graph, to support asynchronous updates in multi-
stage games with more than one opponent (i.e., more than
one encounter occurring simultaneously).

5. SIMULATIONS
To consider a network systems of nodes with our proposed

identity management system we develop an evolutionary
game system which evolves agent strategies allowing them
to develop and exploit deceptive or Sybil identities in an en-
vironment of partially informed identity information. The
dynamic system we outline is a stochastic process acting on
the distribution of all strategic species for the repeated iden-
tity management signaling game. This stochastic process al-
lows the agents to explore, learn and exploit utility concepts
within an environment of other non-cooperative strategies.
We outline the system by defining some of the system pa-
rameters and summarize a general simulation framework,
which we use in experiments.

The shape parameters describe the size of the simulation
in the number of nodes n, the number of networks K, the
mathematical domain D (and its discretization parameters),
the number of generations simulated I. In our simulations
the domain D will be a torus described by DX,DY for mea-
sure of width and height and NX,MY describing the num-
ber of equally spaced lattice positions dividing DX and DY



respectively1. We denote the shape parameters as Θ1 =
〈n,K,D, I〉.

Each generation is a fixed interval of time where agents
may implement strategies. During each generation, agents
will encounter each other to play repeated games using se-
lected strategies (remaining constant throughout all encoun-
ters during the generation). The encounters are generated
as a randomized ordered list of sender/receiver pairs over
the set of all possible senders and receivers. We refer its
distribution as the encounter distribution. When two agents
encounter, a geometric distribution (with continuation pa-
rameter δ) is used to generate a lower bound for the length
of outcome sequence as C. This can be thought of as a
signaling frequency among agents as number of messages
exchanged per generation. With the value C, an outcome
sequence is generated using the DFA update function spec-
ified earlier. The DFA tokens, which identify the state of
play against specific players, clarify that the messages may
be communicated asynchronously and the essential games
played are between strategies. This decision making pro-
cess, as a strategy, is capable of learning identity attributes
of the profiles it encounters – however lacking variation of
profiles or experience with players it should view all oppo-
nents as equals. We denote the encounter parameters as
Θ2 = 〈ρ, δ〉, and because they will most closely reflect net-
work architectures in the sense of who talks to who and how
much, we refer to them as network architecture parameters.

For each encounter the strategies (of agents) play repeated
games and the outcomes of these games are payoff and sub-
stance transport parameterized by game parameters: Θ3 =
〈A,B,C,D, ε〉.

To model strategic exploration by agents within the space
of all strategies we introduce parameters, µ a base rate
of mutation and probability vector m̄ = (m1,m2,m3,m4)
which prescribe mutation operations. Mutation operations
are: 1) add a state, 2) delete a state (if possible), 3) change
a state’s option, and 4) change an edges destination

The exploration parameters keeps all strategies ’live,’ in
the sense that a mutation pathway exists from each strategy
to every other strategy with some positive probability, and
this is particularly useful for exploring mutants which go
from being cooperative to deceptive or vice versa. We denote
the exploration parameters with Θ4 = 〈µ, m̄〉.

Finally we indicate the dynamic quantities of state for
agents as variables, for example si,t may identify the strategy
implemented by agent i in generation t. Further each agent
will maintain a dynamic profile 〈Wi〉ni=1 of keying material.
This profile vector will vary within a generation depending
on sender offers, receiver downgrades, and counter-offers.
The profile vector will identify its strongest claim of identity
with its dominant non-zero entry. In addition each agent will
maintain a position on the domain xi ∈ D.

We outline a general simulation framework augmented for
focused examination of agents by their properties. For ex-
ample we will focus our attention on nodes which implement
deceptive signaling (i.e., Sybil identities), and attempt to un-
derstand how well they may do when they encounter clean
strategies that share information concerning best defenses.

1In a torus, the boundary of the rectangle DX,DY is
wrapped, meaning that the points of the plain (x+nDX, y+
mDY ) are identified with (x, y) for all integers n,m.

Given parameters for shape, network architecture, games,
and exploration as: Θ1,Θ2,Θ3,Θ4. And given a property
for nodes labeled P .

Initialize: A population of n nodes are initialized with a
basic or random strategy.
Loop: For each generation. Let Sj is the subset of nodes
belong to colony j.

• Distribute keys: Each node of Sj receives new ma-
terial keyed to a colony identity.

• Property Split: Let SPj ⊂ Sj be a subset of nodes

which satisfy a given property e.g. be the subset of
nodes which utilize deceptive strategies for sending
messages (i.e., a Sybil Identity)

• Encounter: Using parameters Θ2 we generate an or-
dered list of encounters for game play between sender
and receiver nodes.

– Play: For each encounter: repeated games are
played by agent strategies using parameters Θ3.
Payoffs are recorded and diffusion executed dur-
ing games according to the stages specified in au-
thentication procedure.

• Aggregation: Strategies are measured in aggregate
over all plays of a generation (total payoff).

• Re-create: For each colony j, the aggregate measures
over Sj are used to re-create a population for the next
generation.

• Mutate: Players are chosen randomly with rate µ
for mutation. Each mutation event may modify the
strategic nature of a node but allows the population to
explore the strategy space.

The simulation model includes a large class of processes,
however in our initial experiments we will present several
model simplifications. Note that network architecture pa-
rameters Θ2 are possible to observe or estimate in many
network applications and this fact offers the system designer
some choices in game parameters Θ3 that may have desirable
effects toward curtailing the use of deception. For example
because Sybil states in a sender’s strategy employ additional
efforts and introduce additional risk (and this is added to
our model by counting each deceptive send as only half a
round), we select a value of ε which is capable of causing
Sybil identities, facing sufficient number of challenges sig-
nificant difficulty in providing nominal proofs of identity.

Simplifications: In our studies and experiments pre-
sented here we will restrict the positions of nodes to the
discrete lattice positions of a torus D, and hold node posi-
tions constant throughout the entire history of simulations.
We will place a single node at each lattice position of the
torus. This choice introduces an unnecessary relation be-
tween the number of nodes and the domain discretization
but still suffices to provide many observations of interest
such as how will strategies adapt when they are at the colony
boundary vs. its interior. We will simulate multiple colonies
and each colony will occupy a band in the torus, so for K
colonies, colony j will be constructed from nodes found in
positions {(x, y) : Floor( x

DX
K) = j}. We will simplify our

encounter distribution by using these fixed positions on a
torus. During a generation each node will encounter each of
its nearest neighbor once as a sender and once as a receiver.
In most ad hoc networks the order of communication will in-
clude randomizing factors, so we will pseudo randomize the
ordering of encounters, and this should prevent strategies



from possibly learning and exploiting features arising from
ordering.

Re-create by boosting: During the Re-create phase
strategic agents may attempt to increase performance (in
subsequent generations) by changing a strategy, this reflects
a process where agents may learn from experience and in-
formation revealed at longer timescale - for example having
concluded a generation of games, agents may observe which
strategies perform well given the current environment. We
typically employ a boosting re-selector that preferentially
prefers strategies that do well in the prior environment. We
describe the boosting re-selector with a single parameter ξ
which we generally set to a value around 1

n
.

Fixing a subset of agents S, at the conclusion of a gen-
eration we let vi be the performance measure for strategy
utilized by agents ai ∈ S. Letting v∗ = mini∈S{vi} and
v∗ = maxi∈S{vi} we can safely transfer the performance
measures to the interval [0, 1] as the limit of linear fractional
transformation:

V ξi = lim
η→0+

vj + (ξ − v∗)
v∗ − (v∗ − η)

The term η simply prevents division by zero, the term ξ is a
statistical shrinkage term and is used as a model parameter
which helps to distort the clarity of global information avail-
able to agents when they reselect a strategy – for example a
worst performing strategy may remain live in a next gener-
ation of play. We describe the probability that agent i ∈ S
will switch over to using the strategy which agent j ∈ S
previously implemented as:

V ξj∑
k∈S V

ξ
k

The boosting distribution for S will therefore reselect a popu-

lation of |S| strategies as Multinomial

(
|S|, 〈

V
ξ
j∑

k∈S V
ξ
k

〉j∈S
)

.

Overall the boosting distribution acts to guide the set’s
strategic selection and preferentially selects strategies that
perform better in the current environment. We may consider
the sets over which the boosting is applied to be a grouping
of agents where information sharing occurs: perhaps glob-
ally, at the colony level, or limited to an individual. It is
also possible that information asymmetric flows may arise
and we will be explore this notion in our experiments. In
our experiments we specify each performance measure and
the re-create selector implemented. The re-create selector
will generally be based on performance measures consider-
ing factors of payoff from repeated games and properties of
an agent’s profile where colony loyalty or indicators of de-
ception (imputed from costly checking) may be examined.

6. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we design simulation experiments to inves-

tigate the robustness features of a network constructed with
our identity management mechanism. The experiments al-
low agents to naturally explore (via mutation) deceptive util-
ities (i.e., employing Sybil identities), but ultimately aims
to understand their characteristics such as persistence and
ability to exploit cooperative networks and at what costs.

In each experiments we shall explore our suggested mech-
anism for identity management for a system of communicat-
ing network nodes ( with n = 800) divided into two colonies

(K = 2) with the simplifications previously mentioned. We
will further begin the simulations from a start state where
all nodes are cooperative and there are no nodes employing
(immediately) deceptive or Sybil identities. From these ini-
tial conditions mutation will allow nodes to quickly use de-
ceptive strategies and test their efficacy. While these game
systems give rise to complex dynamics we will summarize
high level network behaviors in summary statistics from the
viewpoint of an omniscient oracle.

Our experiments are performed as a set of closely related
systems varying slightly in controls and pseudo-random gen-
erator seed value. We simulate a history and report the
observed behavioral statistics.

Major Control – The Cooperative group benefit
package Our major control in experiments examines how
differing re-creation constraints for cooperative vs deceptive
utilities lead to differing qualitative behavior outcomes. To
do so, we construct two systems, both will feature competi-
tive pressure for agents to optimizing strategies and explore
with mutations.

In the first system agents S0, agents will select strategies
based on performance in previous rounds whether they em-
ploy deception or not. In this system each agent boosts indi-
vidually and identically considering all strategies as in play
treating cooperative and deceptive strategies alike, simply
to increase performance measures which become the driver
for re-selection of strategy.

In the second system of agents S1, agents will have differ-
ing re-selection criteria depending on whether they employ
deception or not. The property P will qualify the cooper-
ative strategies. The cooperative nodes will share informa-
tion collaboratively to address deception (as it may mani-
fest) in a colony population; on the other hand the decep-
tive strategies will rely on mutation to find effective niches
in the environment. Agents may select strategies using a
common database of clean strategies and their performance
measures, however once an agent implements a deceptive
strategy the database is of little use so they are essentially
on their own to develop an efficient use. Moreover when a de-
ceptive strategy is performing poorly (for example less than
the cooperative group average) then they abandoning a de-
ceptive strategy as being non-productive and come clean by
re-selecting strategies from the shared database as the best
survival option. We specify this second system as one that
constructs a cooperative group benefit package in the form of
a shared database of strategies and their performances.

Minor Control – The performance measure. In ad-
dition to the major control we explore differing performance
measures relevant to maintaining a cooperative network of
nodes. These experiments explore reselection in both sys-
tem S0 and S1 by using a variety of performance measures
for boosting, the consideration for performance will be:

i Aggregate payoffs from games of a generation.

ii Strength of colony identity in the exchanged keying
material.

iii Avoidance of an alert keying material.

The aggregate payoffs from games are the typical consider-
ation applied in evolutionary game systems. Applied to S0

we consider a system S0.1 where the node utilities are guided
by individual payoff optimization in games alone. When ap-
plied to S1 we consider system S1.1 where the information for



re-selection remains focused on clean strategies. The nodes
satisfying the property P are trustworthy and will not select
a deceptive strategy even when it outperforms trustworthy
strategies. We assume that the deceptive nodes would nat-
urally deny reporting their true payoffs as it may jeopardize
their private information. While trustworthy nodes do not
re-create deceptive strategies they may still explore their
application via the mutation. In this system when a decep-
tive strategy is formed the node will construct information
controls to keep its strategy and performance measure as
’private information.’

The second consideration (ii) will focus performance mea-
sure on the strength of a colonies identity. From S0 and S1

we derive systems S0.2 and S1.2. Our performance measure
will be defined by an inner product with an idealized colony
vector. Recalling that the authentication process will pre-
vent diffusion when a receiver employs a challenge and fur-
ther that a deceptive strategy may incur extra rounds, the
deception places an agent’s profile (strength of a colonies
identity) at risk when encountering multiple receivers who
are willing to challenge.

The third consideration (iii) focuses on the strength of
a repulsion signal. In order to create this experiment sev-
eral augmentations are necessary. Similar to W we consider
a second channel used by each colony to mark deceptive
agents W̃ (a matrix equal in size to W but having keying
material indicate possible deceptive behavior). We consider
these augmentations to S0, S1 as systems S0.3, S1.3. Our per-
formance measure will be inverse to an inner product of an
agent’s column in W̃ with the colonies ideal alert vector. We
implement this by using another profile matrix W̃ identical
in size to W but initialized to zero during the distribute keys
stage of the simulation. When a cooperative receiver iden-
tifies a case of deception (via a challenge) a fixed amount β

is added into the sender’s column of W̃ (in the row identi-
fied by receiver’s colony) as an alert signal imputed by the
receiver. The alert signal may be interpretable by any co-
hort in the receiver’s colony as a mark of deceptive type.
However, noting prevents deceptive nodes from utilizing the
same technique to disrupt the colonies decision system. To
account for this adversarial possibility we augment slightly
the strategic encoding for receiver strategies to allow a ’false
accusation.’ This augmentation can be done within the ex-
isting strategy codes, and involves re-encoding the receiver’s
actions as a function of state. We do this by triggering a
’false accusation’ if the strategy state is in {5, · · · , 8}. A
false accusation will count as a full round reflecting the ease
at which the operation can be done. This new feature gives
rise to an entirely new use of non cooperative behaviors by
allowing nodes to attack and degrade the alert system itself.

We set shape parameters to 〈800, 2, D, 400〉, with D a
torus with [DX,DY ] = [2.0, 1.0], [NX,NY ] = [40, 20] and
encounter parameters δ = 0.8, game parameters to 〈4, 0.5, 0.5,
4.0, 0.02〉, and mutation rates are µ = 0.2, with m̄ = [0.12,
0.10, 0.39, 0.39].

Below in figure 5 we show simulation traces for systems
S0.1 and S0.2

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a bio-inspired systems for identity

management and authorization by considering a novel point
of view in that the network nodes themselves may be con-
sidered the strategically agents interacting with one another.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Simulation traces for system S0.1 in (a)
and S1.1 in (b).

The exchange of messages and keying material between nodes
are constrained to act in a similar ways to chemical diffusion,
but changes the dynamics by making the signaling poten-
tially costly (with credible threats). This system specified
in protocol and games sets the stage for a complex signaling
system which formally includes the possibility that decep-
tive strategies may employ Sybil identities. We develop an
agent based diffusion model and build upon this to form
authentication-signaling games that feature various payoff
outcomes and diffusion controls for agents. We construct a
network of non-cooperative nodes and study their strategy
optimization by using evolutionary games. The approach
leads directly to simulation based optimization and mech-
anism design, leading to experiments, where it is possible
to explore how a cooperative group-benefit-package may de-
ter the early success of deceptive strategies. Our experi-
ments indicate that the cooperative group benefit package
strongly deters deception and further considers variations on
how performance measures can be considered. Our future
work includes further study of identity, and agents identity
decisions subject to physical and biological processes con-
straints. Our next phase of work will incorporate mobile
nodes and consideration of self adaptive devices.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Simulation traces for system S0.3 in (a)
and S1.3 in (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Simulation traces for system S0.2 in (a)
and S1.2 in (b).
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